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Abstract 
It will be shown that p x u is hereditarily countably metacompact for any ordinals # and u. As an 
immediate corollary we see that w 2 is hereditarily countably metacompact. This answers aquestion 
of Ohta (K. Tamano, 1995). Also, as a corollary we see that if A and B are subspaces of ordinals, 
then A x /3  is countably metacompact. This corollary answers Question (iii) of N. Kemoto et al. 
(1992, p. 250). 
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1. Introduction 
It is well known that any ordinal is hereditarily normal and hereditarily countably 
paracompact. Let A and B be subspaces of ordinals. In [1], the normality and countable 
paracompactness of A × B were characterized, and then it was shown that the normality 
of A x /3  implies its countable paracompactness. They also showed that, if A and/3 are 
subspaces of col, then the normality, as well as the countable paracompactness, of A x /3  
are equivalent to the assertion that A is non-stationary in cob B is non-stationary in Wl 
or ANB is stationary in wl. Therefore, if A and B are disjoint stationary sets in Wl, then 
A x /3  is neither normal nor countably paracompact. However, no such characterization 
of countable metacompactness of A x B has been known, see the open problem ( i i i )  in 
[1, p. 250]. The aim of this paper will be a stronger esult: 
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Theorem. It × u is hereditarily countably metacompact for any ordinals it and u. 
As direct corollaries, we have: 
Corol lary 1. l f  A and B are subspaces of ordinals, then A × B is countably metacompact. 
Corol lary 2. w~ is hereditarily countably metacompact. 
Corollary 3. Let it and u be ordinals. Then all normal subspaces of it × u are countably 
paracornpact. 
Note that wl × (Wl + 1) is countably paracompact but not normal. 
2. Notation and preliminaries 
We recall some basic definitions and introduce some notation. Let it be an ordinal 
number with cf it /> w, where cf it denotes the cofinality of #. A strictly increasing 
function M:c f i t  --+ it is said to be normal if M('~) = sup{M(7') :  7' < 7} for each 
limit ordinal 7 < cfit, and it = sup{M(7): 7 < cfit}. Note that a normal function on 
cf # always exists if cf it ~> w. So we always fix a normal function M : cf it -+ it for 
each ordinal it with cf it ~> w. Note that if C is cub (closed and unbounded) in cf #, then 
M(C)  is cub in it and i t \M(C)  is the free union of bounded open intervals in it. 
Let # and u be any two ordinals and let M : cf it ~ # and N : cf u --+ u be the fixed 
normal functions on cf it and cf u, respectively. 
For any subset X C it x u, c~ < it and/3 < u, define 
V~(X)={/3<u:  <~,~> ~X},  Ha(X  )={~<i t :  <~,fi> cX} .  
Intuitively, V~(X) is the "trace of X on the o~-th vertical slice" and Ha(X  ) is the "trace 
of X on the/3-th orizontal slice." 
Recall that a space X is countably metacompact if whenever {D,~},~e,o is a decreasing 
sequence of closed sets in X such that N,~e~ Dn = 0, then there is a (decreasing) se- 
quence {Un}~ of open sets in X such that D,~ C Un for each n E w and N~e~ Un = 0. 
We will use the following general topological facts: 
Fact 1. If X is the union of finitely many countably metacompact open subspaces, then 
X is countably metacompact. 
Fact 2. If X is the free union of countably metacompact subspaces, then X is countably 
metacompact. 
Fact 3. I f  {Dn}~ is a decreasing sequence of closed subsets of X with Nn~ Dn = 0 
and there is an m E w and a countably metacompact open subspace Y of X such that 
Dm C Y, then there is a sequence {Un}nsw of open subsets of X such that D~ c Un 
for each n C o2 and ["]n~ Un = O. 
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Fact 4. I f  # is an ordinal, X C # and {Dn}n~ is a decreasing sequence of closed 
subsets of X with ~new Dn = 13, then there is a sequence {U~}~e~o of open sets in # such 
that Dn C Un for each n c co and [ ' )~  Un = 13 (use the countable metacompactness 
of ~\ f-Le~ c1~ D~). 
Fact 5. I f  # is an ordinal with c f# > w, X is a stationary subset of p and {Dn}n6w 
is a decreasing sequence of closed subsets of X with ~ne~ Dn = 13, then there is an 
m E co such that Dm is bounded in #. 
3. Proof of the theorem 
Proof of the theorem. Suppose that the theorem is false. Then there are ordinals ( and 7/ 
such that ( x ~7 is not hereditarily countably metacompact. First let # be the least ordinal ( 
such that ( x r/ is not hereditarily countably metacompact for some ordinal 77. Next let 
u be the least ordinal ~ such that # × ~] is not hereditarily countably metacompact. Then 
# × u is not hereditarily countably metacompact, but #t × u and # × u ~ are hereditarily 
countably metacompact for every #~ < # and u ~ < u. Let X be a subspace of # × 
which is not countably metacompact. 
We will reach a contradiction by proving the following: 
(a) c f#~ 1 andc fu~¢ 1; 
(b) c f# :fi co and c fu  7~ co; 
(c) c fp=cfu ;  
(d) c f#¢cfu .  
Proof  of (a). Suppose cf/z = 1; i.e., # = #'+ 1. Let {D,~}n~o be a decreasing sequence 
of closed subsets of X with N~c~ Dn : 13. Then p' x uAX is a countably metacompact 
open subspace of X,  so there is a sequence {Wn}n~ of open subsets of X such that 
Dn A #' × u C W,  for all n E co and Nn~w Wn : 13. Also, since {/d} × u ~ u, by 
Fact 4, there is a sequence { ln}n~ of open sets in u such that Vu,(Dn) C In for all 
n E co and Nn~o In : 13. For each n E co, let 
u,~ : w,~ u (~ x &nx) .  
Then we see that Dn C Un for all n ~ co and N ,~ Un = 13. This proves X is countably 
metacompact, a contradiction. Similarly, we have cf u ~ 1. Hence, we have proved (a). 
Proof of (b). Suppose that cf # = co. Then/z x u is represented as the free union: 
It × u = O (M(n-  1) ,M(n)]  × u, 
new 
where we assume M( -1 )  = -1 .  Consequently, X can be decomposed 
Xn = (M(n-  1) ,M(n)]  × uMX 
into a free union of countably metacompact open subspaces. Then, by Fact 2, X is 
countably metacompact ontradicting our assumption. Similarly we have cf v # w. Thus, 
we have proved (b). 
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Note. We may now assume that both cf/z/> col and cf u >/col. 
For parts (c) and (d), define 
A = {a < cf#: VM(~)(X)is stationary in u}, 
B = {/3 < cf u: HN(~)(X) is stationary in #}. 
First we prove the following: 
Claim 1. If cf # <~ c fu  and {Dn}n<¢o is a decreasing sequence of closed subsets of X 
with f']nE~o D,~ = O, then there is an m E co such that 
{a < cf#: VM(~)(D,~) is stationary ;n u} 
is not stationary in cf #. 
Proof of Claim 1. If A is non-stationary in cf #, then the claim follows immediately. 
So assume that A is stationary in cf #. Without loss of generality, we may also assume 
A c Lim(cf #), where Lim(cf/~) denotes the set of all limit ordinals in cf/z. For each 
c~ E A, since [-],~c~o VM(~)(Dn) = 0 and VM(~)(X ) is stationary in u, by Fact 5, there is 
an n,~ E co such that VM(~)(Dn~) is bounded in u. Since A is stationary in cf/z, there is 
an ra E co and a stationary subset A ~ C A such that n,~ = m for all c~ E A'. Fix c~ E A'. 
Let T -= {"/< c~: VM(7)(Dm) is unbounded in u}. For each 7 E T, define 
C-c = {3 < cfu: N(3) is a cluster point in u of VM(-C)(Dm)}. 
Then each C 7 is a cub set in cfu. Let C -- N-C<TCT. Then since ITI ~< c~ < c f# ~< cfu, 
we see that C is cub in cf u. Suppose that T is unbounded in c~. Then since VM(,~ )(X) is 
stationary in u, there is a/3 E N(C) N VM(~)(X) such that/3 > supVM(,~)(Dm ). Since 
(M(c~),/3) E X \Dm and D,~ is closed in X, there are a ( < M(c~) and an r /</3  such 
that (~, M(c~)] x (% fl]NDm = O. Pick "7 E T with ( < M('7) and 6 E C with/3 = N(6). 
By d E C C C- c,/3 = N(3) is a cluster point in u of VM(-C)(D,,~). On the other hand, 
since M(7)  E ((, M(c~)], we have (rl,/3] N VM(-C)(Din) = 0. This is a contradiction. 
Therefore T is bounded in a. Hence, for every c~ E A', there is a f(c~) < cz such that for 
all "7 E ( f (@,  cz), VM(-C)(Dm) is bounded in u. By the Pressing Down Lemma, there is 
an c~0 < c f# such that for all c~ E (c~0, cf/,), VM(~)(Dm) is bounded in u. This proves 
the claim. [] 
Similarly we have: 
Claim 2. l f c f# >~ c fu  and {Dn}n~ is a decreasing sequence of closed subsets of X 
with [')nc~ D,~ = O, then there is an rr~ E co such that 
{/3 < cf u: HN(O)(Din) is stationary in #} 
is not stationary in cf u. 
Proof  of (c). Suppose that cf # 7~ cf u. Assume cf # < cf u (if cf # > cf u, then Claim 2 
would be used). Let {D,~}n~o be a decreasing sequence of closed subsets of X with 
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nnE~ Dn = 0. By Claim 1, there is an m E ~ and a cub set C C cf # such that for all 
c~ E C, VM(,)(D,~) is non-stationary in u. For each c~ E C, let C,~ be a cub set in c fu  
such that N(C~,) n VM(c~)(Dm ) = ~. Then since IcI ~ c f# < cfu, c '  = N,EcC~ is 
cub in cf u. Further, 
Dm C [ ( f f \M(C) )  x ur - iX]  U [# x (u\N(C'))NX] 
which is the union of two countably metacompact open subspaces of X.  By Fact 3, we 
see that here is a sequence {Un}r~E~ of open sets of X such that Dn C Un for all 
n E w and nn~ Un = ~. This proves that X is countably metacompact, a contradiction. 
Hence, (c) is proved. 
Proof  of (d). Suppose t~ = cf # = cf u. Set 
Y = {(M(c~),N03)):  c~ < ~, ~3 < e; and c~ ¢ /3}  NX,  
Z = {(M(c~),N(o~)): c~< ~} r lX .  
Observe that ran M x ran N N X = Y U Z, where ran M denotes the range of the func- 
tion M.  Therefore X\ (Y  U Z) is contained in the union of two countably metacompact 
open subspaces (#\  ran M) x unX and # x (u\ ran N)C~X. Let {Dn },~E~o be a decreasing 
sequence of closed subsets of X with nne~o Dn = 0. 
Claim 3. There are an m E ~o and a countably metacompact open subset U(Y) of X 
with Dm N Y C U(Y). 
Proof  of Claim 3. By Claims 1 and 2, there are an m E w and a cub set C in t~ such 
that for all ~ E C, VM(~)(Dm) is non-stationary in u and HN(~)(D,,~) is non-stationary 
in #. For each c~ E C, let Ca be a cub set in ~ such that N(C~) n VM(~) (Din) = 0 and 
M(C~) n HN(~)(Dm) = I~. Let 
c '  : {9  E C: C E 
Then by a similar argument in [2, II Lemma 6.14], C '  is cub in t~. Put 
U(Y) = [(p, \M(C') )  x u A X]  U [~ x (u\N(C')) n X]. 
Then U(Y) is the union of two countably metacompact open subspaces of X. It suffices 
to show Dm N Y C U(Y).  To show this, assume on the contrary that (M(a) ,  N(/3)) E 
(Din N Y ) \U(Y) .  We may assume a </3. Since (M(a) ,  N(/3)) ~ X\U(Y) ,  c~ and/3 
are in C'.  Further by /3 E C'  and a E C n/3, we have /3 E Ca thus N(/3) E N(C~). 
On the other hand, by (M(c~), N(/3)) E Din, we have N(/3) E VM(~)(Dm). Therefore 
N(/3) E N(C~) n VM(~)(Din), this is a contradiction. [] 
Further we show: 
Claim 4. There are an l E w and a countably metacompact open subset U(Z) of X 
with Dt fq Z C U(Z). 
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Proof of Claim 4. Put 
S= {a < •: (M(a) ,N(a) )  E X} .  
Then Z = {(M(a) ,g (a ) ) :  a • S} and Z ~ S C n. There are two cases. 
Case 1. S is stationary in ~. In this case, by Fact 5, {c~ < ~: (M(a),  N(c~)) • Dl} is 
bounded in n for some l • co. So there is an ordinal #' < # such that Dt N Z C #' x u. 
Then U(Z) = ~' x u n X is a countably metacompact open subset of X containing 
DtNZ.  
Case 2. S is not stationary in ~. Let C" be a cub set in ~ such that C" N 5: = 0. Then 
u(z )  : × n x 
is a countably metacompact open subset of X containing Z. Thus in this case, 1 = 0 
works. [] 
To complete the proof of the theorem, let k be the maximal of m and l in Claims 3 
and 4, respectively. Then it is evident hat 
D~ n (Y u Z) c U(Y) u U(Z). 
Therefore we have 
Dk C [X \ (Y  U Z)] U [Dk N (Y U Z)] 
C [ [(/z\ ran M) x unX]  U [/z x (u\ ran N) n X] ] U [U(Y)U U(Z)] 
which is the finite union of countably metacompact open subsets of X. This proves that 
X is countably metacompact, a contradiction. Thus, we have proved (d). 
By the comments made above, we see that the proofs of (a)-(d) lead us to a contra- 
diction from which the theorem now follows. [] 
The referee of the present paper asks the authors the following question. 
Question. Is the countable power #~o hereditarily countably metacompact for any ordi- 
nal #? 
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